Synergism of porphyrin-core saddling and twisting of meso-aryl substituents.
The structural chemistry of meso-aryl-substituted porhyrins has uncovered a bewildering variety of macrocycle distortions. Saddling angles range up to 40 degrees , while the plane of the phenyl groups at the meso positions may be anywhere between perpendicular to the porphyrin plane (theta = 90 degrees) and tilted to quite acute angles (theta = 30 degrees or even less). These two distortions appear to be correlated. This has naturally been explained by steric hindrance: when the phenyls rotate toward the porphyrin plane, for instance, coerced by packing forces, the pyrrole rings can alleviate the steric hindrance by tilting away to a saddled conformation. We demonstrate, however, that the two motions are intrinsically coupled by electronic factors and are correlated even in the absence of external forces. A saddling motion makes it sterically possible for the phenyl rings to rotate toward the porphyrin plane, which will always happen because of increasingly favorable pi-conjugation interaction with smaller angles theta. The considerable energy lowering due to pi conjugation counteracts the energy cost of the saddling, making the concerted saddling/rotation motion very soft. Unsubstituted meso-aryl porphyrins just do not distort, but an additional driving force may tip the balance in favor of the combined distortion motion. Internal forces having this effect are repulsion of the four hydrogens that occupy the central hole of the ring in porphyrin diacids but also steric repulsion in peripherally crowded porphyrins. These findings lead to a clarification and systematization of the observed structural variety, which indeed shows a remarkable correlation between saddling and phenyl ring tilting.